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'LECTRICS, etc.
A quite comprehensive article on the M0R3A
electrical system was written by Lou Can-it,
and appeared in the April, May, and June 1977
issues of the FORMAT. This article adds a few
additional hints and ideas to the above.
POSITIVE GROUND
MORGAN cars up to about 1964 had positive
ground electrical systems. At this point they
joined most of the rest of the world with a
negative ground system. As most of the new
accessories such as radios etc. require negative ground, it is often asked as to the
posibility of converting the older positive
ground cars to negative ground.

VOLTAGE REGJLATOR DJJSTME'
There are two adjustments on the voltage regulator. These should be checked any time
either the generator, regulator, or battery
is replaced. It is also a good thing to check
if you have changed the polarity of yc'r
electrical system as described above.

SIMPLE PROCEEJURE
This conversion is ge.nerally a simple proceedure as most of the MORGAN lectrics do not
care. If you have added such items as radios,
electric fuel pumps, electric tachs, etc.,
check with the manufacturer tc, see if it does
make a difference.
FOUR THINGS TO DO
For the standard MORGAN there are only four
things that need to be done to make the
conversion to negative ground.
1. Disconnect the battery cables.
Notes When disconnecting battery cables,
always disconnect the ground cable first
and reconnect the ground cable last. This
way you do not have to be quite as carefull about your wrench touching the
chassis and causing a short while connecting the terminals.
2. Reverse the wires on the Amps gauge.
Failure to do this will only make the
gauge read backwards, and will not cause
any damage to the oar or the gauge.
3. Reconnect the battery.cables, connecting
the main power cable to the + (P05) terminal on the battery and then the around
strap to the - (NAG) terminal. The battery may have to be reversed in its bracket or the cables may have to be replaced
in order to accomplish this.
4. Polarize the Generator.
Start the engine and adjust the idle to
about 1500 RPM. With a small jumer wire,
momentarily (about I second) connect the
eenerator output to the hot side of the
battery. Terminals "A" and "3" on the
voltage regulator are just fine. This
teaches the generator which way the bat-

tery is installed.
Simple isn't itH
NOTE: Step 4 must be done any tine the generator is replaced to teach the new
generator how your car is wired.
NOTE: If you have had occasion to replace the
battery, and do not know if you got the
polarity right, turn on the headlars
with the car not running. If the Amps
gauge indicates discharge (-), then you
wired it correctly. If the gauge indicates charge (+), then you have things
backwards.

The voltage regulato and cu1

FIG 1
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The first adjustment is the charginc rate
adjustment. This controls how much the battery is charged. The regulator does this by
controllinc the output voltage of the generator,
1. The first steD is to take the cover off
of the voltae regulator (control oox).
On the back of the regulator (see Fig. 1)
there are two adiusTinz screws. The rigrt
hand screw (viewed from tr.e rear) is the
charging rate adjustment.
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2. Block the Drop-out relay (left hand) with
a piece of matchbook cover '(see Fig. 2).
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3. Start the engine and Set the idle at
about 2,000 RPM. This can be done with a
partner sitting in the car, or with the
idle adjusting screw onhe carburetter.

LI. Connect a voltmeter beren the terminals
"Y" and E" on the regurator. The meter
should read between 15 and 16 Volts.
5. if the reading is incorrect, turn the
charging rate screw (see Fig. 1) slightly
clockwise to increase the reading and
anti-clockwise to decrease the reading.
NOTE: If most of your drivin is long
distance, daytime driving, set the
adjustment closer to 15t vols.
If most of your driving is niznt
driving or short hops, set the adjustment closer to 16i. Volts.
NOTEx in an emergency, if you do not have
a voltmeter, turn on the iizhts
with the engine at 2,000 ?N. Adjust so that the Amps gauge on the
dashboard reads center scale or
slightly charge (+). D o not block
the drop-out relay in this case.
.DROP-OUT RELAY
The second adjustment on the voltage regulator is the drop-out relay. This adjustment
sets the oint at which the generator is disconnected from the electrical system. This is
necessary when the output from the generator
is less than the battery (127). I this did
not •occur then the battery would try to
charge the generator. Not a good thing for
either the generator or the regulator.
1. Slow the idle down to1Lt50RPM
vbItèter eading should be less than 127
(probably about 107 - but the value is
not important).
2. Remove the matcbook cover from the droout relar. Note that the relay is dr:pd
out (see Fig.
Speed
the engine up to about 2,030 R7.
3.
Note that the relay is picked up.
&. Slow the engine to 4 50 RPM and note t-at
the relay is dropped out.
5. Seed the engine up slowly, keeping one
eye on the voltmeter and one eye on te
relay. The relay should pick-up between
about 12i to 13 Volts.
).
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6. If such is not the case, turning the drc
out adjustment screw (Pig. 2) clockwin
will increase the drop-out voltage. Turning the adjustment anti-clockwise will
decrease the drop-out voltage.
7. Remove the voltmeter, replace the cover,
and reset the idle.
NOTE: When the drop-out relay picks u,
the generator output will decrease
toward 127. Watc h closely on the
meter when making this adjustment.
Normaly this adjustment will only
have to be made when replacing the
voltage regulator.
RE.ATR MARKINGS
Ever wonder what the funny letters on The
voltage regulator meant? You have to be
ritish to understand. Ready or not, here it
iS:

= Earth (ground to us)
J
P
A
Al

= Dynamo (generator to us)
= Field (same for everybody)
= Ammeter
= Ignition, Lights, Etc. (y Al)

If you do not have a copy of the Lou Canut
article (s) on t0RAN Lectrics - drop =e a
line and : will XEROX a copy for y'o.

PORTLAND
INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY

SEPT. 3 & 4 9 1983
ALL BRITISH CAR SHOW & SWAP MEET
SATURDAY, SEPT. 3:

• British Car Display and Show on the grass
• National points Jaguar Concours

SUNDAY, SEPT. 4:

• All British Swap Meet and Cars for Sale
• All British Rallye; Giant Slalom; Car Games

A SALUTE TO:

BRITISH COMPETITION CARS
REGISTRATION
JOHN ROLUN
(503) 295-6278 DAY/EVE
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What Tm going to do i think: Every
once In a while, people write and
ask me where I'm going. They
naturally assume I'm going SOMEwhere, since the Arctic Editor of this
rag would surety, have to break out
of the Great White North at least
once In a while or face terminal
cab4ner.
People war* 4erkgwhere I am
going for one of two reasons; either
they want to meet me there, or they
want to ad the place at all costs.
People who want to meet me there
fail within several categories,
Including those who want to collect
money that I owe them, people who
want to buy me a Heineken and tell
me everything about themselves and
people who want me to appear at
various social functions.
The social functions are the fun
part
As you are no doubt tired of
hearing, the SCCA flew me in for its
annual convention this year, and I
had a great time making tasteless
wisecracks and ducking tomatoes.
This adventure no doubt inspired a
group of MG enthusiasts who are all
going to meet at Lake Tahoe In June.
"We'd love to have you as a guest
speaker," they said.
"Me, too," I said. "How much
money you got?"

It is not that I am being crassly
commercial, you understand. It's just
that I want people to pay attention.
I have found out that if you give
people free advice, they will nod
their heads while staring off Into
space and thinking about how far
they can get with Mary Lou If it
doesn't rain and they can leave the
top down; when people PAY for
advice, on the other hand, they listen
very carefully. (Which your doctor
and lawyer don't really care about,
as long as you pay in advance.)
It's the same in the humor
business: If people are paying you a
thou or two to stand up In a Bill
Blass tuxedo and make rude
remarks about what they drive, then
they listen more carefully, and then
they all get together and feel
righteous as they chorus, 'For this
we're PAYING this bozo?" Whereas,
if you're speaking for free, they treat
you like their brother-in-law. You
know the one: Cousin Vinnie, who
belts away about a case of scotch and then stumbles through what he
remembers of a Bill Cosby routine
ho say. in
And if you think
It's embarrassing to WATCH Cousin
Vinnie, you ought to try BEING
Cousin Vinnie some time.
Anyway, the speaker's fee (which ,
we prefer to call an honorarium,
which means we hope the bank will
honor the check) is only part of the
problem. Consider expenses: It costs
a bundle to fly in a guest speaker
these days, especially if you are
flying him In from the tundra. Since
we tend to spend too much of our
lives in airplanes, we insist on flying
first class.
This is not as arrogant or pampered as it seems. After a six-hour
flight in first class, your average
humorous speaker is relaxed and
cheerful, If not entirely sober. He has
had pleasant conversations with the
flight attendants, who have brought
him recognizable food with little
bags of alleged almonds which
cannot be opened for verification.
They have provided tiny scissors for
the almond bags, even.
After a six-hour flight in Steerage,
however, your average humorist is
hardly humorous. He is snarling, for
he has been snarled at. He is whiny
and petulant, for he has beer
surrounded by whiny and petulant
children, having been booked into
the Flying Nursery. He was not given

little scissors with which to open his
almonds, because he was given no
almonds; Instead, he has tried to
think of the dried granola as wholesome fiber Instead of a snack.
There are other expenses as well.
The SCCA wisely declined to
accept my bar tab, but it put me up
at the Radisson Hotel, a classy joint
with the slowest elevators in
Christendom. I like hotels; I am
much older than I was In the days
when I would pitch a nylon tent in
somebody's back yard. And I eat
real food, the kind served by people
in clean clothes. On plates. The hot
dog days are over.
So I had to decline the invitation
from the MG people. It's not that
they don't have any money, It's that
they've been squandering it on
Castrol R, which doesn't make their
British slag plies run any better but
which smells delicious on the garage
floor, where It ends up after about
20 minutes in the average MG
engine.
Still, since I admired the blind
tenacity of such people,i am
working on my schedule, and we
may yet reach an agreement. While
they are having little bake sales and
taffee pulls, trying to raise enough
money to bring a Man Of My Stature
to Lake Tahoe, I am trying to find
other (lucrative) things to do in the
area so that I might at least be a
little closer to Tahoe when this
shindig gets under way, and maybe
I can indeed stop by for a chat.
Anybody else desperate for entertainment is invited to review my
calendar for the next few months:
I KNOW I will be in Portland for the
big IMSA weekend at the end of
July, because it is almost impossible
not to have a good time in Portland,
even when It's raining, which is
always.
Also I will be in Monterey for the
Hysteric Races late in August,
because I understand Ford will be
there in a big way and I want to
weasel myself a ride and hang out
with rich folks.
And over Labor Day I will be in
Portland again, this time addressing
a vast assortment of complete and
certified lunatics at something called
the All-British Meet, which is where
Healey and Lotus and Morris and
MG people all meet to laugh at each
other and pick fights. It should be
fun.
So that's where I'm
gonna be. Please don't
tell my bookie.
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THE UNPLANNED PIT STOP
WHAT TO DO WHEN YOUR MORGAN STOPS
The unplanned pit stop usually occurs while
starting out to enjoy the nicest day of the
year or while returning home, late, on the
worst day of the year (in the rain), how to
cope is a test of ingenuity and preserverence.
When the engine just suddenly stops running,
unaccompanied by loud and expensive noises,
the problem is usually lack of spark or lack
of gas. Some easy checks and first-aid measures may save you a long wait and/or repair
bill. Check the gas in the tank firsti More
often than not you are just out of gas. Don't
spend a lot of time checking other things before you find that out (Pat take note).

Now - rotate the engine untill the points are
closed. Take the coil wire out of the distributor cap. turn on the ignition, and while
holding the end of the coil wire about * inch
from the block, flip the points open with the
end of the screw driver. There should be a strong spark between the end of the coil wire
and the block. If there is, then the ignition
is OK. If not, try hot wiring the car. You
might have a bad ignition switch, broken wire.
etc. Connect a wire from the horn fuse to the
coil as shown in fig. 2 (just connecting the
fuse ends together will hot wire an older car,
but will not bypass a broken wire). Try again.
If still no spark it is probably a bad coil or
condenser,

NO SPARK
Provided that there is gas in the tank, the
easiest thing to check is the spark. Remember,
the car won't run. What you are looking for is
probably a TOTAL LACE of spark, not a poorly
timed or weak spark. Take the top off of the
distributor. Did any of the eires just fall
out of the cap? Is the coil wire loose in the
coil?
Rotate the engine untill the fiber Lor
plastic) rub-block is on the peak of the cam
(pushing on the fan belt between the generator
and the fan while rotating the fan with your
other hand will usually rotate the engine eas?
ily if it is out of gear). Are the points OPEN?
A lack of grease can cause the fiber block to
so that the points do not open. If they are
open they are OK. Remember, the car does not
run at all. If they are closed, open them. Use
a screw driver to loosen the hold down screw
and move the fixed point. The gap should be
0.014 inches. For our purposes, a matchbook
cover or even a fingernail is close - quite
close enough to make the car run.

23=c lamp for points
31= adjustment for points

Horn Fuse

il
oil
Wire'\\
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NO GAS
If the spark is OK, replace the dist:'ibutor
cap and wires. If the car still dies not start
the problem is probably gasoline. Fuel problems are usually limited to total lack of gas
or a carbruettor falling off, NOT adjustment.
You would be amazed how far out carbruettor
adjustment can be and the car will still run.
Having decided that the carbs are not falling
off, the problem is probably float needles or
fuel feed - probably float needles. Try just
wacking the float bowls a time or two and try
to start the car. If that doesn't help take
the top off of the float bowls (only one bolt),
Are they DRY? If only one is dry, then that
float needle is stuck/clogged. Sometimes just
flipping the forked lever up and down a couple
of times will clear it.
If both float bowls are dry, then you are
faced with a fuel feed problem - either a bad
fuel pump or a clogged line. You did check for
gas in the tank didn't you,? Disconnect the
fuel line from the fuel pump back to the tank,

and blow through it. If you hear bubbles back
at the tank, then either you cleared the line
or you have a bad fuel pump. If the line is
clogged, it is probably at the tank pick-up.
This can be removed and cleared. Old cars that
have sat around a lot can get lots of crud in
the tank. Put it all back together and try to
start. You may have cured the problem. If not,
bad fuel pump. The diaphrarn is easy to replace
if you have one. Electric fuel pumps usually
suffer from stuck points, often just a wack
with a screwdriver handle will un-stick them
- for a while.
CLUTCH LINKAGE
Another trouble sometimes encountered (it has
happened to me) on the road is the tearing out
of one side of the clutch linkage lever under
the bell housing casting. Look ma - no clutcht
This is easy to remove with pliers as the
pivot pins are simply cotter pinned in place.
BE SURE TO BLOCK THE WHEELS so the car can't
roll when using the factory jackH If you are
near a garage, have it welded. If you are in
the boonies, just reverse the linkage so that
the torn face is facing forward. Pull forward
with the return spring to keep it meshed. when
you get home make a stronger one.

GENERATOR
If you have not checked your generator and do
not check it, you will be rewarded with partial, and in some cases, complete departure of
the generator from the car. Next to batteries,
the generator is the most frequently dropped
part. Some warning is available on most cars
the little red light on the dashboard meabs
"Your fan belt is broken." ON a MORGAN it
means "Your generator is leaving the Scene."
Locktite all hardware and check often.
FAN BELT
When changing a fan belt on the road, cut off
the old belt - it will probably have nearly
removed itself anyway. Loosen the generator
bracket and push it all of the way against the
block. You will have to loosen the bottom
bolts (see sketch) on the generator also (if
you do not - they are too loose). You may also
have to loosen the bottom radiator bolts and
slip the radiator forward untill the new fan
belt will slip between the radiator core tnd
the fan pulley.
Start the belt over the crank pulley and the
fan pulley. Now squeeze it as far over the g%
erator as possible and try to rotate the generator by hand. It should slip right o. You
will be glad you carried a USED belt at this
point. If you didi''t, you will next timel The
stretch in an old belt makes it go on MUCH easier in the dark under permitive conditions.
Pull the generator out to tension the fan
belt and tighten the bracket. DO NOT TENSION
THE BELT TOO TIGHTI The wide, strong(?) Triumph fan belt can make short work of generator
bearings if tensioned too tight. I found that
out the hard way once. 3/4 inch of free play
is about right. Be sure all of the bolts are
TIGHT. If the bottom bolts are loose. The
whole thing will ultimatly come loose and the
generator may depart the car.
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Section through clutch showing position of
justing pushTrod
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Well, there was a gearbox there this morning!
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